Ford ranger ac problems

Diagnosing and repairing an air-conditioning problem in a Ford vehicle is a difficult processin
fact, whole semesters are spent at tech colleges teaching students precisely how to do this.
However, when it comes to paying for repairs to heating and air conditioning in Ford models,
many find that AC issues are misdiagnosed and mistreated, costing customers extra money on
unnecessary parts and labors. Knowing how to diagnose and, if possible, repair AC issues in
Ford vehicles can often save a car owner time, money and hassle. Generally speaking,
air-conditioning problems in Ford vehicles have their roots in two specific systems: the air
management aystem and the refrigerant cycling system. The air management aystem is the first
which should be checked, because some of the problems are relatively simple to diagnose. For
example, if the buttons and controls don't work, show too much resistance, or show little to no
resistance, the problem may be electrical. Electrical problems are covered in the final section. In
the case of no airflow, however, the fuse box should be checked for blown fuses. A blown fuse
is an easy and inexpensive fixyou can simply obtain a fuse of the same rating from an auto
store and replaceif it does not happen repeatedly. Electrical and circuitry problems are often the
result of repeated failure. Blower fan fuses are often the first to go and can indicate a problem
with the motor, which, depending on the model, can be simple to replace. You should consult
the owner's manual for instructions if a faulty blower motor is the issue. Heater valves and
vacuum system supply lines, which regulate the temperature and direction of airflow, are easy
to locate with the help of a service manual and can be replaced inexpensively. These systems
are located under the hood of the car and should be checked second, after the air management
aystem has been inspected. An owner's manual must be consulted at the outset, as precise
schematics and directions for troubleshooting may be included. Replacing a missing or broken
compressor drive belt is a very simple fix once located and diagnosed, and will save a costly
trip to a mechanic. You should not forget the Internetinstructional videos on reinstalling the
serpentine belt on a Ford compression system are easy to find. Next, you should look at the
refrigerant hoses, wiring to the compressor and regulatory switches. Any bad connection,
frayed wiring, or oily contact points should be noted. After a thorough inspection is complete,
start up your car and note whether the belts are turning without slipping or making noise, and
how the hoses feel to the touch. The large one should feel cool; the small one, warm. Any
irregular turning, stopping and starting, or stuttering on the part of the belt may indicate a more
serious problem. Should close investigation yield no results, it may be time to take the vehicle
to a qualified mechanic. If, after all other options have been exhausted, airflow continues
through the vents but feels lukewarm, the problem may be the air blend system, which requires
an experienced air system mechanic to fix. If the drive hub is off-center, broken, badly rusted, or
doesn't work at allthat is, if the entire compression system has failedonly a mechanic will be
able to fix it and unfortunately, these repairs usually don't come cheap. Before the car is taken
to a mechanic, though, you should call a mechanic and thoroughly explain the symptoms and
the systems checked. A good mechanic will help an individual to decide how best to proceed,
even if the repairs can be made on a do-it-yourself basis. Alexis Writing has many years of
freelance writing experience. She has written for a variety of online destinations, including
Peternity. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in communication from the University of Rochester.
When to Call the Mechanic Should close investigation yield no results, it may be time to take the
vehicle to a qualified mechanic. One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the
Ford Ranger is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning heater
makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the simplest level,
there are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing, but blowing
cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the heater core itself.
At the simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from the engine into a
tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air across the it and
the newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has stopped working in
your Ranger, this process has failed in one way or another. There is almost never a situation
where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the radiator to add coolant. The exception
to that would be when you would have reason to believe that the hose going from the reservoir
to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it
can also cause your Ranger to not be able to create enough heat. You can verify this by
checking the coolant level by taking a peek at the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will
be connected to the radiator by a tube coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap.
Some vehicles only have full hot. It does this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is
getting hot, and by keeping coolant from entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when
a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the
engine. If your Ranger has a built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the
spot it is normally in after a bit of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are

known to clog and fail. Without the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad
heater core can also leak, so watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the
heater core. They both should feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the
hoses is hot, and the other one is cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is
clogged. If the neither hose has any heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or
low pressure. If you look at your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than
normal, but there is not heat coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water
pump. Try taking the vehicle out of gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt
going to the water pump going bad can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info
above about how and why a heater would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you
would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having
enough coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Ranger to not be able
to create enough heat. Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at
your temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat
coming from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. The Ford Ranger has a
reputation for being a tough but versatile truck. The Ford Ranger handles well, gets great gas
mileage, and has a cozy interior. There are enough features to make truck fans happy, including
one of the most user-friendly infotainment systems in its class. Sounds good, right? One of the
best-selling midsize pickup trucks on the market today, the Ford Ranger is loaded with features
, and there are three trim levels to choose from. The base truck is the Ford Ranger XL , which
offers a nice balance of value and performance. Unlike some of its peers, it offers automated
emergency braking and forward collision warning as standard. The XL has a towing capacity of
7, pounds, and with the right configuration has a payload capacity of up to 2, pounds. The truck
comes with rear-wheel drive as standard, but four-wheel drive is an option. There are also a lot
of great upgrades and appearance packages available with the upper trim levels. Keeping in
mind that the Ford Ranger was absent from North America after the releases until the models.
Common complaints from reviewers and consumers on the new models include a stiff ride and
lackluster materials used in the interior, which to some appear dated. The Ford Ranger models,
according to Car Complaints , have seven recalls and complaints that are centered around
transmission problems and the sporadic flashing of the overdrive light. One Ford Ranger owner
in North Carolina developed major transmission issues at , miles and recommended skipping
the fix by just having the transmission completely rebuilt. Another owner in Kentucky
experienced shifting issues to the point that it impedes their progress in either drive or reverse.
The Ford Ranger models have a total of eight recalls and complaints according to Car
Complaints. The issues with this model largely have to do with engine troubles and misfires.
One owner of a Ford Ranger in California experienced engine stalling and misfires. The
problems continued after taking the truck to two separate dealerships. The third dealership
fixed the issue, but it was a major repair that required them to pull out the engine. Another
Nevada owner had similar experiences that started at 30, miles. There are also problems with
the Ford Rangers. There are three recalls and complaints centered around transmission and
shifting issues along with steering problems. One owner of this model in New Hampshire ended
up with a lengthy, difficult experience that resulted in rebuilding the transmission and having to
buy another truck in the meantime. While the and models seem pretty capable so far, there are
reports of transmissions issues rising again. You may want to steer clear of the , , and models.
With other models, research them carefully by paying attention to NHTSA recalls, consumer
complaints, and objective reviews from authoritative resources. The Ford Ranger. I recently
wrote about the current state of the recalls on the current generation Ford F Today, Ford has
issued another recall but this time it involves the smaller pickup truck, Ford Ranger. The recall
affects a certain amount of Ford Rangers. Affected vehicles had the heating, ventilation and air
conditioning, or HVAC, blower motor replaced from Oct. The replacement part used for that
service may have been built with an improper clearance between an electrical terminal and the
conductive base-plate slot that could result in a resistive electrical short. This condition can
increase the risk of the HVAC blower motor overheating, melting, smoking or causing a fire.
Ford is not aware of any reports of accident, injury or fire related to this condition. This action
affects vehicles that were previously repaired per safety recall 19S 5, in the U. Affected vehicles
were built at Michigan Assembly Plant from Aug. Dealers will inspect the HVAC blower-motor
date code. Blower motors built within the suspect time frame will be replaced. The Ford
reference number for this recall is 20S Front seat recliner assembly. Affects certain F and F, ,
and Super Duty trucks. The resolution for this recall involves dealers inspecting the seat
structure and replacing when needed at no charge. Owners may contact Ford customer service
at Ford's number for this recall is 19C This involves F trucks equipped with inch spare tires. The
spare tire could have been damaged when it was installed on the rim. The resolution is a simple

one as dealers will inspect the spare tire and replace when necessary, at no cost to the
customer. Ford's number for this recall is 19S Exterior lighting. Affects certain F trucks. The
resolution on this latest recall is a simple one for Ford dealers. They will reprogram the body
control module BCM to correct the issue. Ford's number for this recall is 20C Once I again, I
give Ford credit for staying out ahead of these issues, as minor as they may be. Safety
compliance is one of the most important things for any auto manufacturer. Be sure to check out
my story on the upcoming Ford F EV. This all-electric F requires a certain amount of acceptance
and a certain consumer. What do you think about these recalls? Do you get them fixed or do
you not bother as they're too minor or you just don't want to waste the time? Leave your
comment below and let me know. Jimmy Dinsmore has been an automotive journalist for more
than a decade and been a writer since the high school. Also, Jimmy works in the social media
marketing world for a Canadian automotive training aid manufacturing company. You can read
the most of Jimmy's stories by searching Torque News Ford for daily Ford vehicle report. Skip
to main content. By Jimmy Dinsmore Mar 11 - am. Ford Motor Company has issued a safety
recall for select Ford Ranger vehicles. The recall surrounds an issue on the blower motor on the
HVAC system. Visit Torque News homepage for more stories. Latest Automotive News. Ford
News and Reviews. Ford F Ford Ranger News. Subscribe to Torque News on YouTube. Notify
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date Jan 29, Since the Ford Ranger is in the first model year of production, it was bound to have
growing pains. To help new and prospective owners, lets assemble a list of problems and
whether a solution currently exists. This is a wiki-post that can be edited by any member. Last
edited by a moderator: Nov 21, I've also heard about a rear door not flush when closed.
FX4Offroad said:. Lloyd C Well-Known Member. To help new and prospective owners, lets
assemble a list of problems and whether a solution exists currently. Lloyd C said:. No break
controller for towing and no apparent pre wire for after market add. Stevie Gee Well-Known
Member. Housing and Urban Development Vehicle Showcase 1. Passenger side door speaker
blown at the dealer now being replaced. HoosierT Well-Known Member. You bet, still waiting for
the speaker to come in. Did some cleanup on the list. Added Stic-o and t4thfavor 's issues. I
believe this is normal operation, it's been crappy here, and the defroster has been on auto, so I
think that is the culprit. You must log in or register to reply here. Menu Menu. Search
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦.
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. Log in. Trending Search
forums. What's new. New posts Latest activity. Ford Ranger AC problem. Thread starter John-P
Start date Jun 16, Sidebar Sidebar. Forums Social The Garage. JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Previous Next.
John-P Junior Member. Jun 16, 8 0 0. Hi and low side pressures are fine. Cools very well. After a
bit of driving on a hot day it just stops cooling all together. New relay, Cleaned electrical
connections at pressure switches and clutch. It will usually come back on eventually and then
do it again. Did it again today 3 times in a 24 mile trip. Still off as I pulled in the driveway. Got
gauges and checked pressures. All normal for it if the ac was turned off. Motor running, ac on
and nothing. Cooled condenser and radiator with water hose. Still nothing. True to form, it
eventually came back on about 10 min latter. Any clues? NutBucket Lifer. Aug 30, 26, Is the
evaporator freezing up? Jun 19, 18, Your compressor is dropping out. The clue is that with it on,
you check pressures and as you said, the pressures reflect the compressor not being engaged.
NutBucket could be right although pressures would not be OK. Could be a flaky high pressure
switch or low pressure switch. Could be a flaky relay. Could be a flaky compressor clutch.
Could be a flaky control unit the interface in the dash. What year is this? Modern cars have
diagnostic capabilities with the proper diagnostic tool connected. Nobody here is going to be
able to tell you with certainty what the problem is because there are too many possibilities.
Unless this is a known problem for x year and x miles, etc. NutBucket said:. Pacfanweb Lifer.
Jan 2, 13, 50 I agree with the compressor stopping. Most likely it is the field coil, or magnet.
Easy to check. Get a test light. Wait until it quits again. See if the compressor clutch is spinning.
Test power at the compressor. That's an indication you have a bad field coil behind the pulley.
Easy fix. Now a relay can cause the same thing. It's not your evaporator freezing up, that'd take
forever to melt and start working again. Zenmervolt Elite member. Oct 22, 24, 8 John-P said:. I
can manually set the compressor off and it cools. Replace the relay and nothing happened. High
and low side within range when running. May 22, 6, Thanks for the link to the wiring diagram. I

have a dual gauge set and vacuum pump from the R12 days with new a hoses and connections.
As I understand the hi low pressure switches, circuit is closed under proper pressure. My
suspicion is a sticking hi pressure switch when the switch is opened. Tapping on it made no
deference when the ac stops cooling. The connection is at such angel you cant get a probe on
the terminals when you remove the connection. Zenmervolt said:. Honestly, given that
everything works fine when you jumper the relay and directly apply power to the compressor
clutch I would start out by replacing the relay. Should be relatively cheap and easy to swap out
and it's a very likely culprit given what you've told us here. How are you "manually setting the
compressor off"? By directly applying power to it. LTC8K6 Lifer. Mar 10, 28, 1, IIRC, there is a
correct gap for that clutch to work properly? If it stops working, rap it with a screwdriver handle.
If that makes it start, the gap may be too wide? Last edited: Jun 17, LTC8K6 said:. Ok, I think I
have it narrowed down. It happened today. I tapped the clutch with a pair of pliers and it stuck to
the clutch plate Got Magnetism. After another wack or two it finally kicked in and started
working. So now, how to adjust the gap? And can this be done without removing the
compressor? Good work detective. Hopefully someone can help with that procedure as I am not
familiar with it. To change the gap, you remove the bolt in the center of the compressor. I think
it's 8mm. Work the clutch off, and there probably will be little shims behind it. Basically, they're
small washers. At the Ford dealership, we used to have different thickness washers so we could
adjust the gap. It was trial-and-error Less than a hundred bucks. Shims: I took a pic of some old
ones I have. Called all over town. So i figured, what the hell. Removed hub. Only had one shim
in it. The gap before removal was Ran all over town and it never missed a beat. Thanks to all for
your help on this. You must log in or register to reply here. Post thread. CPUs and
Overclocking. Graphics Cards. AnandTech is part of Future plc, an international media group
and leading digital publisher. Visit our corporate site. All rights reserved. England and Wales
company registration number Top Bottom. This site uses cookies to help personalise content,
tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Password Forgot Password?
Join Us! Join Date: Apr Posts: AC Problems. AC works great so long as the compressor runs
but that's the problem. The AC compressor will only run for about 5 to 10 min then turns off.
Seems the hotter it is outside, the faster it stops working. I'm sure the Freon load is good and
the system produces ice cold air when it runs but won't keep running. Anyone got any ideas on
why this happens? The heat is coming Join Date: Mar Posts: 4, Re: AC Problems. More info
needed. Also need to know what happens after it cuts out, do the pressures drop to and what
are they a point where it cycles? Details needed. Need this info in an effort to narrow down the
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if pressures are normal at times noted, I'd check for voltage at the compressor clutch with the
system turned on and engine running, and if it makes the grade, check for good grounding on
the clutch coil wire. This in the name of checking electrical. Yes, I've been told the low pressure
switch might be the problem. I plan to take it back to the mechanic that I paid to replace the
condenser. Researching my AC problem, some have said my issue might be the low pressure
switch. My system works great for about 5 min. Then the compressor stops engaging. It shuts
down for about 3 to 5 min then will work again for another 5 min. Seems the hotter it is outside,
the faster it shuts down. The system was leaking and I had a new condenser and lines installed.
I'm sure the system is fully charged with Freon. For those experienced with something like this,
does this sound l
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ike a low pressure switch failure? Join Date: Dec Posts: 1, Assuming the freon level is right is a
big mistake. You need to have someone put gauges on it to properly tell the charge level. The
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